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Abstract—Recently, we saw the emergence of consensus-based
database systems that promise resilience against failures, strong
data provenance, and federated data management. Typically,
these fully-replicated systems are operated on top of a primarybackup consensus protocol, which limits the throughput of these
systems to the capabilities of a single replica (the primary).
To push throughput beyond this single-replica limit, we propose concurrent consensus. In concurrent consensus, replicas
independently propose transactions, thereby reducing the influence of any single replica on performance. To put this idea
in practice, we propose our RCC paradigm that can turn any
primary-backup consensus protocol into a concurrent consensus
protocol by running many consensus instances concurrently. RCC
is designed with performance in mind and requires minimal
coordination between instances. Furthermore, RCC also promises
increased resilience against failures. We put the design of RCC
to the test by implementing it in R ESILIENT DB, our highperformance resilient blockchain fabric, and comparing it with
state-of-the-art primary-backup consensus protocols. Our experiments show that RCC achieves up to 2.75× higher throughput
than other consensus protocols and can be scaled to 91 replicas.
Index Terms—High-throughput resilient transaction processing, concurrent consensus, limits of primary-backup consensus.

At the core of consensus-based systems are consensus
protocols that enable independent participants (e.g., different
companies) to manage a single common database by reliably
and continuously replicating a unique sequence of transactions
among all participants. By design, these consensus protocols
are resilient and can deal with participants that have crashed,
are unable to participate due to local network, hardware, or
software failures, or are compromised and act malicious [10],
[11]. As such, consensus protocols can be seen as the faultresilient counterparts of classical two-phase and three-phase
commit protocols [12], [13], [14]. Most practical systems
use consensus protocols that follow the classical primarybackup design of P BFT [15] in which a single replica, the primary, proposes transactions by broadcasting them to all other
replicas, after which all replicas exchange state to determine
whether the primary correctly proposes the same transaction to
all replicas and to deal with failure of the primary. Well-known
examples of such protocols are P BFT [15], Z YZZYVA [16],
S BFT [17], H OT S TUFF [18], P O E [19], and R BFT [20], and
fully-optimized implementations of these protocols are able to
process up-to tens-of-thousands transactions per second [21].
A. The Limitations of Traditional Consensus

I. I NTRODUCTION
Fueled by the emergence of blockchain technology [2],
[3], [4], we see a surge in consensus-based data processing
frameworks and database systems [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].
This interest can be easily explained: compared to traditional
distributed database systems, consensus-based systems can
provide more resilience during failures, can provide strong
support for data provenance, and can enable federated data
processing in a heterogeneous environment with many independent participants. Consequently, consensus-based systems
can prevent disruption of service due to software issues or
cyberattacks that compromise part of the system, and can aid
in improving data quality of data that is managed by many
independent parties, potentially reducing the huge societal
costs of cyberattacks and bad data.
A brief announcement of this work was presented at the 33rd International
Symposium on Distributed Computing (DISC 2019) [1].
This material is based upon work partially supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Small Business Innovation
Research, under Award Number DE-SC0020455.

Unfortunately, a close look at the design of primary-backup
consensus protocols reveals that their design underutilized
available network resources, which prevents the maximization
of transaction throughput: the throughput of these protocols is
determined mainly by the outgoing bandwidth of the primary.
To illustrate this, we consider the maximum throughput by
which primaries can replicate transactions. Consider a system
with n replicas of which f are faulty and the remaining
nf = n − f are non-faulty. The maximum throughput Tmax
of any such protocol is determined by the outgoing bandwidth
B of the primary, the number of replicas n, and the size of
transactions st: Tmax = B /((n−1)st). No practical consensus
protocol will be able to achieve this throughput, as dealing
with crashes and malicious behavior requires substantial state
exchange. Protocols such as Z YZZYVA [16] can come close,
however, by optimizing for the case in which no faults occur,
this at the cost of their ability to deal with faults efficiently.
For P BFT, the minimum amount of state exchange consists
of two rounds in which P REPARE and C OMMIT messages
are exchanged between all replicas (a quadratic amount, see

B. Our Solution: Towards Resilient Concurrent Consensus
The only way to push throughput of consensus-based
databases and data processing systems beyond the limit Tmax ,
is by better utilizing available resources. In this paper, we
propose to do so via concurrent consensus, in which we use
many primaries that concurrently propose transactions. We
also propose RCC, a paradigm for the realization of concurrent
consensus. Our contributions are as follows:
1) First, in Section II, we propose concurrent consensus
and show that concurrent consensus can achieve much
higher throughput than primary-backup consensus by
effectively utilizing all available system resources.
2) Then, in Section III, we propose RCC, a paradigm
for turning any primary-backup consensus protocol into
a concurrent consensus protocol and that is designed
for maximizing throughput in all cases, even during
malicious activity.
3) Then, in Section IV, we show that RCC can be utilized
to make systems more resilient, as it can mitigate the effects of order-based attacks and throttling attacks (which
are not prevented by traditional consensus protocols),
and can provide better load balancing.
4) Finally, in Section V, we put the design RCC to the
test by implementing it in R ESILIENT DB,1 our highperformance resilient blockchain fabric, and compare
RCC with state-of-the-art primary-backup consensus
protocols. Our comparison shows that RCC answers
the promises of concurrent consensus: it achieves up to
2.75× higher throughput than other consensus protocols,
has a peak throughput of 365 ktxn/batch and can be
easily scaled to 91 replicas.
II. T HE P ROMISE OF C ONCURRENT C ONSENSUS
To deal with the underutilization of resources and the
low throughput of primary-backup consensus, we propose
1 R ESILIENT DB

is open-sourced and available at https://resilientdb.com.
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Example III.1 in Section III). Assuming that these messages
have size sm, the maximum throughput of P BFT is TP BFT =
B /((n − 1)(st + 3sm)). To minimize overhead, typical implementations of P BFT group hundreds of transactions together,
assuring that st  sm and, hence, Tmax ≈ TP BFT .
The above not only shows a maximum on throughput, but
also that primary-backup consensus protocols such as P BFT
and Z YZZYVA severely underutilize resources of non-primary
replicas: when st  sm, the primary sends and receives
roughly (n − 1)st bytes, whereas all other replicas only send
and receive roughly st bytes. The obvious solution would
be to use several primaries. Unfortunately, recent protocols
such as H OT S TUFF [18], S PINNING [22], and P RIME [23]
that regularly switch primaries all require that a switch from
a primary happens after all proposals of that primary are
processed. Hence, such primary switching does load balance
overall resource usage among the replicas, but does not address
the underutilization of resources we observe.
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Fig. 1. Maximum throughput of replication in a system with B = 1 Gbit/s,
n = 3f + 1, nf = 2f + 1, sm = 1 KiB, and individual transactions are
512 B. On the left, each proposal groups 20 transactions (st = 10 KiB) and
on the right, each proposal groups 400 transactions (st = 2 MiB).

concurrent consensus. In specific, we design for a system
that is optimized for high-throughput scenarios in which a
plentitude of transactions are available, and we make every
replica a concurrent primary that is responsible for proposing
and replicating some of these transactions. As we have nf nonfaulty replicas, we can expect to always concurrently propose
at least nf transactions if sufficient transactions are available.
Such concurrent processing has the potential to drastically
improve throughput: in each round, each primary will send
out one proposal to all other replicas, and receive nf − 1 proposals from other primaries. Hence, the maximum concurrent
throughput is Tcmax = nf B /((n − 1)st + (nf − 1)st).
In practice, of course, the primaries also need to participate
in state exchange to determine the correct operations of all
concurrent primaries. If we use P BFT-style state exchange, we
end up with a concurrent throughput of TcP BFT = nf B /((n −
1)(st + 3sm) + (nf − 1)(st + 4(n − 1)sm)). In Figure 1, we
have sketched the maximum throughputs Tmax , TP BFT , Tcmax ,
and TcP BFT . As one can see, concurrent consensus not only
promises greatly improved throughput, but also sharply reduces the costs associated with scaling consensus. We remark,
however, that these figures provide best-case upper-bounds, as
they only focus on bandwidth usage. In practice, replicas are
also limited by computational power and available memory
buffers that puts limits on the number of transactions they can
process in parallel and can execute (see Section V-B).
III. RCC: R ESILIENT C ONCURRENT C ONSENSUS
The idea behind concurrent consensus, as outlined in the
previous section, is straightforward: improve overall throughput by using all available resources via concurrency. Designing
and implementing a concurrent consensus system that operates
correctly, even during crashes and malicious behavior of some
replicas, is challenging, however. In this section, we describe
how to design correct consensus protocols that deliver on
the promises of concurrent consensus. We do so by introducing RCC, a paradigm that can turn any primary-backup
consensus protocol into a concurrent consensus protocol. At
its basis, RCC makes every replica a primary of a consensusinstance that replicates transactions among all replicas. Furthermore, RCC provides the necessary coordination between
these consensus-instances to coordinate execution and deal

with faulty primaries. To assure resilience and maximize
throughput, we put the following design goals in RCC:
D1) RCC provides consensus among replicas on the client
transactions that are to be executed and the order in
which they are executed.
D2) Clients can interact with RCC to force execution of their
transactions and learn the outcome of execution.
D3) RCC is a design paradigm that can be applied to any
primary-backup consensus protocol, turning it into a
concurrent consensus protocol.
D4) In RCC, consensus-instances with non-faulty primaries
are always able to propose transactions at maximum
throughput (with respect to the resources available to
any replica), this independent of faulty behavior by any
other replica.
D5) In RCC, dealing with faulty primaries does not interfere
with the operations of other consensus-instances.
Combined, design goals D4 and D5 imply that instances
with non-faulty primaries can propose transactions wait-free:
transactions are proposed concurrent to any other activities and
does not require any coordination with other instances.
A. Background on Primary-Backup Consensus and P BFT
Before we present RCC, we provide the necessary background and notation for primary-backup consensus. Typical
primary-backup consensus protocols operate in views. Within
each view, a primary can propose client transactions, which
will then be executed by all non-faulty replicas. To assure that
all non-faulty replicas maintain the same state, transactions are
required to be deterministic: on identical inputs, execution of
a transaction must always produce identical outcomes. To deal
with faulty behavior by the primary or by any other replicas
during a view, three complimentary mechanisms are used:
Byzantine commit: The primary uses a Byzantine commit
algorithm BCA to propose a client transaction T to all replicas.
Next, BCA will perform state exchange to determine whether
the primary successfully proposed a transaction. If the primary
is non-faulty, then all replicas will receive T and determine
success. If the primary is faulty and more than f non-faulty
replicas do not receive a proposal or receive different proposals
than the other replicas, then the state exchange step of BCA
will detect this failure of the primary.
Primary replacement: The replicas use a view-change
algorithm to replace the primary of the current view v when
this primary is detected to be faulty by non-faulty replicas.
This view-change algorithm will collect the state of sufficient
replicas in view v to determine a correct starting state for the
next view v + 1 and assign new primary that will propose
client transactions in view v + 1.
Recovery: A faulty primary can keep up to f non-faulty
replicas in the dark without being detected, as f faulty replicas
can cover for this malicious behavior. Such behavior is not
detected and, consequently, does not trigger a view-change.
Via a checkpoint algorithm the at-most-f non-faulty replicas
that are in the dark will learn the proposed client transactions
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Fig. 2. A schematic representation of the preprepare-prepare-commit protocol
of P BFT. First, a client c requests transaction T and the primary P proposes
T to all replicas via a P RE P REPARE message. Next, replicas commit to T via
a two-phase message exchange (P REPARE and C OMMIT messages). Finally,
replicas execute the proposal and inform the client.

that are successfully proposed to the remaining at-least-nf −
f > f non-fault replicas (that are not in the dark).
Example III.1. Next, we illustrate these mechanisms in
P BFT. At the core of P BFT is the preprepare-prepare-commit
Byzantine commit algorithm. This algorithm operates in three
phases, which are sketched in Figure 2.
First, the current primary chooses a client request of the
form hT ic , a transaction T signed by client c, and proposes
this request as the ρ-th transaction by broadcasting it to all
replicas via a P RE P REPARE message m. Next, each nonfaulty replica R prepares the first proposed ρ-th transaction
it receives by broadcasting a P REPARE message for m. If
a replica R receives nf P REPARE messages for m from nf
distinct replicas, then it has the guarantee that any group of
nf replicas will contain a non-faulty replica that has received
m. Hence, R has the guarantee that m can be recovered from
any group of nf replicas, independent of the behavior of the
current primary. With this guarantee, R commits to m by
broadcasting a C OMMIT message for m. Finally, if a replica
R receives nf C OMMIT messages for m from nf distinct
replicas, then it accepts m. In P BFT, accepted proposals are
then executed and the client is informed of the outcome.
Each replica R participating in preprepare-prepare-commit
uses an internal timeout value to detect failure: whenever the
primary fails to coordinate a round of preprepare-preparecommit—which should result in R accepting some proposal—
R will detect failure of the primary and halt participation
in preprepare-prepare-commit. If f + 1 non-faulty replicas
detect such a failure and communication is reliable, then they
can cooperate to assure that all non-faulty replicas detect the
failure. We call this a confirmed failure of preprepare-preparecommit. In P BFT, confirmed failures trigger a view-change.
Finally, P BFT employs a majority-vote checkpoint protocol
that allows replicas that are kept in the dark to learn accepted
proposals without help of the primary.
B. The Design of RCC
We now present RCC in detail. Consider a primary-backup
consensus protocol P that utilizes Byzantine commit algorithm
BCA (e.g., P BFT with preprepare-prepare-commit). At the
core of applying our RCC paradigm to P is running m,
1 ≤ m ≤ n, instances of BCA concurrently, while providing
sufficient coordination between the instances to deal with any

malicious behavior. To do so, RCC makes BCA concurrent
and uses a checkpoint protocol for per-instance recovery of inthe-dark replicas (see Section III-D). Instead of view-changes,
RCC uses a novel wait-free mechanism, that does not involve
replacing primaries, to deal with detectable primary failures
(see Section III-C). RCC requires the following guarantees
on BCA:
Assumption. Consider an instance of BCA running in a system
with n replicas, n > 3f .
A1) If no failures are detected in round ρ of BCA (the round
is successful), then at least nf − f non-faulty replicas
have accepted a proposed transaction in round ρ.
A2) If a non-faulty replica accepts a proposed transaction T
in round ρ of BCA, then all other non-faulty replicas that
accepted a proposed transaction, accepted T .
A3) If a non-faulty replica accepts a transaction T , then T
can be recovered from the state of any subset of nf − f
non-faulty replicas.
A4) If the primary is non-faulty and communication is reliable, then all non-faulty replicas will accept a proposal
in round ρ of BCA.
With minor fine-tuning, these assumptions are met by P BFT,
Z YZZYVA, S BFT, H OT S TUFF, and many other primary-backup
consensus protocols, meeting design goal D3.
RCC operates in rounds. In each round, RCC replicates
m client transactions (or, as discussed in Section I-A, m
sets of client transactions), one for each instance. We write
Ii to denote the i-th instance of BCA. To enforce that each
instance is coordinated by a distinct primary, the i-th replica
Pi is assigned as the primary coordinating Ii . Initially, RCC
operates with m = n instances. In RCC, instances can fail
and be stopped, e.g., when coordinated by malicious primaries
or during periods of unreliable communication. Each round ρ
of RCC operates in three steps:
1) Concurrent BCA. First, each replica participates in m
instances of BCA, in which each instance is proposing a
transaction requested by a client among all replicas.
2) Ordering. Then, each replica collects all successfully
replicated client transactions and puts them in the
same—deterministically determined—order.
3) Execution. Finally, each replica executes the transactions
of round ρ in order and informs the clients of the
outcome of their requested transactions.
Figure 3 sketches a high-level overview of running m concurrent instances of BCA.
To maximize performance, we want every instance to propose distinct transactions, such that every round results in m
distinct transactions. In Section III-E, we delve into the details
by which primaries can choose transactions to propose.
To meet design goal D4 and D5, individual BCA instances
in RCC can continuously propose and replicate transactions:
ordering and execution of the transactions replicated in a round
by the m instances is done in parallel to the proposal and
replication of transactions for future rounds. Consequently,
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Fig. 3. A high-level overview of RCC running at replica R. Replica R
participates in m concurrent instances of BCA (that run independently and
continuously output transactions). The instances yield m transactions, which
are executed in a deterministic order.

non-faulty primaries can utilize their entire outgoing network
bandwidth for proposing transactions, even if other replicas or
primaries are acting malicious.
Let hTi ici be the transaction Ti requested by ci and proposed by Pi in round ρ. After all m instances complete
round ρ, each replica can collect the set of transactions
S = {hTi ici | 1 ≤ i ≤ m}. By Assumption A2, all nonfaulty replicas will obtain the same set S. Next, all replicas
choose an order on S and execute all transactions in that order.
For now, we assume that the transaction hTi ici is executed
as the i-th transaction of round ρ. In Section IV, we show
that a more advanced ordering-scheme can further improve
the resilience of consensus against malicious behavior. As a
direct consequence of Assumption A4, we have the following:
Proposition III.2. Consider RCC running in a system with n
replicas, n > 3f . If all m instances have non-faulty primaries
and communication is reliable, then, in each round, all nonfaulty replicas will accept the same set of m transactions and
execute these transactions in the same order.
As all non-faulty replicas will execute each transaction in
hTi ici ∈ S, there are nf distinct non-faulty replicas that can
inform the client of the outcome of execution. As all non-faulty
replicas operate deterministically and execute the transactions
in the same order, client ci will receive identical outcomes of
nf > f replicas, guaranteeing that this outcome is correct.
In the above, we described the normal-case operations
of RCC. As in normal primary-backup protocols, individual
instances in RCC can be subject to both detectable and
undetectable failures. Next, we deal with these two types of
failures.
C. Dealing with Detectable Failures
Consensus-based systems typically operate in an environment with asynchronous communication: messages can get
lost, arrive with arbitrary delays, and in arbitrary order.
Consequently, it is impossible to distinguish between, on the
one hand, a primary that is malicious and does not send
out proposals and, on the other hand, a primary that does
send out proposals that get lost in the network. As such,
asynchronous consensus protocols can only provide progress
in periods of reliable bounded-delay communication during
which all messages sent by non-faulty replicas will arrive at
their destination within some maximum delay [24], [25].
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Recovery request role (used by replica R) :
event R detects failure of the primary Pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, in round ρ do
R halts Ii .
Let P be the state of R in accordance to Assumption A3.
Broadcast FAILURE(i, ρ, P ) to all replicas.
event R receives f + 1 messages mj = FAILURE(i, ρj , Pj ) such that:
1) these messages are sent by a set S of |S| = f + 1 distinct replicas;
2) all f + 1 messages are well-formed; and
3) ρj , 1 ≤ j ≤ f + 1, comes after the round in which Ii started last
do
R detects failure of Pi (if not yet done so).
Recovery leader role (used by leader Li of P) :
event Li receives nf messages mj = FAILURE(i, ρj , Pj ) such that
1) these messages are sent by a set S of |S| = f + 1 distinct replicas;
2) all nf messages are well-formed; and
3) ρj , 1 ≤ j ≤ f + 1, comes after the round in which Ii started last
do
Propose stop(i; {m1 , . . . , mnf }) via P.
State recovery role (used by replica R) :
event R accepts stop(i; E) from Li via P do
Recover the state of Ii using E in accordance to Assumption A3.
Determine the last round ρ for which Ii accepted a proposal.
Set ρ + 2f , with f the number of accepted stop(i; E 0 ) operations,
as the next valid round number for instance Ii .
Fig. 4. The recovery algorithm of RCC.

To be able to deal with failures, RCC assumes that any
failure of non-faulty replicas to receive proposals from a
primary Pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, is due to failure of Pi , and we
design the recovery process such that it can also recover
from failures due to unreliable communication. Furthermore,
in accordance with the wait-free design goals D4 and D5, the
recovery process will be designed so that it does not interfere
with other BCA instances or other recovery processes. Now
assume that primary Pi of Ii , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, fails in round ρ.
The recovery process consists of three steps:
1) All non-faulty replicas need to detect failure of the Pi .
2) All non-faulty replicas need to reach agreement on the
state of Ii : which transactions have been proposed by
Pi and have been accepted in the rounds up-to-ρ.
3) To deal with unreliable communication, all non-faulty
replicas need to determine the round in which Pi is
allowed to resume its operations.
To reach agreement on the state of Ii , we rely on a
separate instance of the consensus protocol P that is only
used to coordinate agreement on the state of Ii during failure.
This coordinating consensus protocol P replicates stop(i; E)
operations, in which E is a set of nf FAILURE messages sent
by nf distinct replicas from which all accepted proposals in
instance Ii can be derived. We notice that P is—itself—an
instance of a primary-backup protocol that is coordinated by
some primary Li (based on the current view in which the
instance of P operates), and we use the standard machinery
of P to deal with failures of that leader (see Section III-A).
Next, we shall describe how the recovery process is initiated.
The details of this protocol can be found in Figure 4.
When a replica R detects failure of instance Ii , 0 ≤ i < m,
in round ρ, it broadcasts a message FAILURE(i, ρ, P ), in

which P is the state of R in accordance to Assumption A3
(Line 1 of Figure 4). To deal with unreliable communication,
R will continuously broadcast this FAILURE message with an
exponentially-growing delay until it learns on how to proceed
with Ii . To reduce communication in the normal-case operations of P, one can send the full message FAILURE(i, ρ, P ) to
only Li , while sending FAILURE(i, ρ) to all other replicas.
If a replica receives f + 1 FAILURE messages from distinct
replicas for a certain instance Ii , then it received at least one
such message from a non-faulty replica. Hence, it can detect
failure of Ii (Line 5 of Figure 4). Finally, if a replica R
receives nf FAILURE messages from distinct replicas for a
certain instance Ii , then we say there is a confirmed failure,
as R has the guarantee that eventually—within at most two
message delays—also the primary Li of P will receive nf
FAILURE messages (if communication is reliable). Hence, at
this point, R sets a timer based on some internal timeout value
(that estimates the message delay) and waits on the leader Li
to propose a valid stop-operation or for the timer to run out.
In the latter case, replica R detects failure of the leader Li and
follows the steps of a view-change in P to (try to) replace Li .
When the leader Li receives nf FAILURE messages, it can and
must construct a valid stop-operation and reach consensus on
this operation (Line 7 of Figure 4). After reaching consensus,
each replica can recover to a common state of Ii :
Theorem III.3. Consider RCC running in a system with
n replicas. If n > 3f , an instance Ii , 0 ≤ i < m, has
a confirmed failure, and the last proposal of Pi accepted
by a non-faulty replica was in round ρ, then—whenever
communication becomes reliable—the recovery protocol of
Figure 4 will assure that all non-faulty replicas will recover
the same state, which will include all proposals accepted by
non-faulty replicas before-or-at round ρ.
Proof. If communication is reliable and instance Ii has a
confirmed failure, then all non-faulty replicas will detect this
failure and send FAILURE messages (Line 1 of Figure 4).
Hence, all replicas are guaranteed to receive at least nf
FAILURE messages, and any replica will be able to construct a
well-formed operation stop(i; E). Hence, P will eventually
be forced to reach consensus on stop(i; E). Consequently,
all non-faulty replicas will conclude on the same state for
instance Ii . Now consider a transaction T accepted by nonfaulty replica Q in instance Ii . Due to Assumption A3, Q
will only accept T if T can be recovered from the state of
any set of nf − f non-faulty replicas. As |E| = nf (Line 7
of Figure 4), the set E contains the state of nf − f non-faulty
replicas. Hence, T must be recoverable from E.
We notice that the recovery algorithm of RCC, as outlined in Figure 4, only affects the capabilities of the BCA
instance that is stopped. All other BCA instances can concurrently propose transactions for current and for future rounds.
Hence, the recovery algorithm adheres to the wait-free design
goals D4 and D5. Furthermore, we reiterate that we have
separate instance of the coordinating consensus protocol for

each instance Ii , 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Hence, recovery of several
instances can happen concurrently, which minimizes the time
it takes to recover from several simultaneous primary failures
and, consequently, minimizes the delay before a round can be
executed during primary failures.
Confirmed failures not only happen due to malicious behavior. Instances can also fail due to periods of unreliable communication. To deal with this, we eventually restart
any stopped instances. To prevent instances coordinated by
malicious replicas to continuously cause recovery of their
instances, every failure will incur an exponentially growing
restart penalty (Line 12 of Figure 4). The exact round in
which an instance can resume operations can be determined
deterministically from the accepted history of stop-requests.
When all instances have round failures due to unreliable
communication (which can be detected from the history of
stop-requests), any instance is allowed to resume operations
in the earliest available round (after which all other instances
are also required to resume operations).
D. Dealing with Undetectable Failures
As stated in Assumption A1, a malicious primary Pi of a
instance Ii is able to keep up to f non-faulty replicas
in the dark without being detected. In normal primary-backup
protocols, this is not a huge issue: at least nf −f > f non-faulty
replicas still accept transactions, and these replicas can execute
and reliably inform the client of the outcome of execution. This
is not the case in RCC, however:
BCA

Example III.4. Consider a system with n = 3f + 1 = 7
replicas. Assume that primaries P1 and P2 are malicious,
while all other primaries are non-faulty. We partition the nonfaulty replicas into three sets A1 , A2 , and B with |A1 | =
|A2 | = f and |B| = 1. In round ρ, the malicious primary Pi ,
i ∈ {1, 2}, proposes transaction hTi ici to only the non-faulty
replicas in Ai ∪ B. This situation is sketched in Figure 5.
After all concurrent instances of BCA finish round ρ, we see
that the replicas in A1 have accepted hT1 ic1 , the replicas
in A2 have accepted hT2 ic2 , and only the replica in B has
accepted both hT1 ic1 and hT2 ic2 . Hence, only the single replica
in B can proceed with execution of round ρ. Notice that,
due to Assumption A1, we consider all instances as finished
successfully. If n ≥ 10 and f ≥ 3, this example attack can be
generalized such that also the replica in B is missing at least
a single client transaction.
To deal with in-the-dark attacks of Example III.4, we can
run a standard checkpoint algorithm for each BCA instance:
if the system does not reach confirmed failure of Pi in round
ρ, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, then, by Assumption A1 and A2, at-leastnf − f non-faulty replicas have accepted the same transaction
T in round ρ of Ii . Hence, by Assumption A3, a standard
checkpoint algorithm (e.g., the one of P BFT or one based
on delayed replication [26]) that exchanges the state of these
at-least-nf − f non-faulty replicas among all other replicas
is sufficient to assure that all non-faulty replicas eventually
accept T . We notice that these checkpoint algorithms can be

Non-faulty replicas A1 , A2 , and B
A1
A2
B
hT1 ic1 hT1 ic1

hT2 ic2

hT2 ic2

P1
P2
Faulty replicas P1 and P2
Fig. 5. An attack possible when parallelizing BCA: malicious primaries can
prevent non-faulty replicas from learning all client requests in a round, thereby
preventing timely round execution. The faulty primary Pi , i ∈ {1, 2}, does
so by only letting non-faulty replicas Ai ∪ B participate in instance Ii .

run concurrently with the operations of BCA instances, thereby
adhering to our wait-free design goals D4 and D5.
To reduce the cost of checkpoints, typical consensus systems only perform checkpoints after every x-th round for
some system-defined constant x. Due to in-the-dark attacks,
applying such a strategy to RCC means choosing between
execution latency and throughput. Consequently, in RCC we
do checkpoints on a dynamic per-need basis: when replica
R receives nf − f claims of failure of primaries (via the
FAILURE messages of the recovery protocol) in round ρ and
R itself finished round ρ for all its instances, then it will
participate in any attempt for a checkpoint for round ρ. Hence,
if an in-the-dark attack affects more than f distinct non-faulty
replicas in round ρ, then a successful checkpoint will be made
and all non-faulty replicas recover from the attack, accept all
transactions in round ρ, and execute all these transactions.
Using Theorem III.3 to deal with detectable failures and
using checkpoint protocols to deal with replicas in-the-dark,
we conclude that RCC adheres to design goal D1:
Theorem III.5. Consider RCC running in a system with n
replicas. If n > 3f , then RCC provides consensus in periods
in which communication is reliable.
E. Client Interactions with RCC
To maximize performance, it is important that every instance
proposes distinct client transactions, as proposing the same
client transaction several times would reduce throughput. We
have designed RCC with faulty clients in mind, hence, we do
not expect cooperation of clients to assure that they send their
transactions to only a single primary.
To be able to do so, the design of RCC is optimized for the
case in which there are always many more concurrent clients
than replicas in the system. In this setting, we assign every
client c to a single primary Pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m = n, such that
only instance Ii can propose client requests of c. For this
design to work in all cases, we need to solve two issues,
however: we need to deal with situations in which primaries
do not receive client requests (e.g., during downtime periods
in which only few transactions are requested), and we need to
deal with faulty primaries that refuse to propose requests of
some clients.
First, if there are less concurrent clients than replicas in the
system, e.g., when demand for services is low, then RCC still

needs to process client transactions correctly, but it can do so
without optimally utilizing resources available, as this would
not impact throughput in this case due to the low demands. If a
primary Pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, does not have transactions to propose
in any round ρ and Pi detects that other BCA instances are
proposing for round ρ (e.g., as it receives proposals), then Pi
proposes a small no-op-request instead.
Second, to deal with a primary Pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, that
refuses to propose requests of some clients, we take a twostep approach. First, we incentivize malicious primaries to not
refuse services, as otherwise they will be detected faulty and
loose the ability to propose transactions altogether. To detect
failure of Pi , RCC uses standard techniques to enable a client
c to force execution of a transaction T . First, c broadcasts hT ic
to all replicas. Each non-faulty replica R will then forward
hT ic to the appropriate primary Pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Next, if the
primary Pi does not propose any transaction requested by c
within a reasonable amount of time, then R detects failure of
Pi . Hence, refusal of Pi to propose hT ic will lead to primary
failure, incentivizing malicious primaries to provide service.
Finally, we need to deal with primaries that are unwilling
or incapable of proposing requests of c, e.g., when the primary crashes. To do so, c can request to be reassigned to
another instance Ij , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, by broadcasting a request
m := S WITCH I NSTANCE(c, j) to all replicas. Reassignment is
handled by the coordinating consensus protocol P for Ii , that
will reach consensus on m. Malicious clients can try to use
reassignment to propose transactions in several instances at the
same time. To deal with this, we assume that no instance is
more than σ rounds behind any other instance (see Section IV).
Now, consider the moment at which replica R accepts m and
let ρ(m, R) be the maximum round in which any request has
been proposed by any instance in which R participates. The
primary Pi will stop proposing transactions of c immediately.
Any non-faulty replica R will stop accepting transactions of
c by Ii after round ρ(m, R) + σ and will start accepting
transactions of c by Ij after round ρ(m, R) + 2σ. Finally, Pj
will start proposing transactions of c in round ρ(m, Pj ) + 3σ.
IV. RCC: I MPROVING R ESILIENCE OF C ONSENSUS
Traditional primary-backup consensus protocols rely heavily on the operations of their primary. Although these protocols are designed to deal with primaries that completely fail
proposing client transactions, they are not designed to deal
with many other types of malicious behavior.
Example IV.1. Consider a financial service running on a
traditional P BFT consensus-based system. In this setting, a
malicious primary can affect operations in two malicious ways:
1) Ordering attack. The primary sets the order in which
transactions are processed and, hence, can choose an
ordering that best fits its own interests. To illustrate this,
we consider client transactions of the form:
transfer(A, B, n, m) := if amount(A) > n then
withdraw(A, m); deposit(B, m).
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the influence of execution order on the outcome:
switching around requests affects the transfer of T2 .

Let T1 = transfer(Alice, Bob, 500, 200) and T2 =
transfer(Bob, Eve, 400, 300). Before processing these
transaction, the balance for Alice is 800, for Bob 300,
and for Eve 100. In Figure 6, we summarize the results
of either first executing T1 or first executing T2 . As is
clear from the figure, execution of T1 influences the
outcome of execution of T2 . As primaries choose the
ordering of transactions, a malicious primary can chose
an ordering whose outcome benefits its own interests,
e.g., formulate targeted attacks to affect the execution
of the transaction of some clients.
2) Throttling attack. The primary sets the pace at which the
system processes transactions. We recall that individual
replicas rely on time-outs to detect malicious behavior
of the primary. This approach will fail to detect or
deal with primaries that throttle throughput by proposing
transactions as slow as possible, while preventing failure
detection due to time-outs.
Besides malicious primaries, also other malicious entities can
take advantage of a primary-backup consensus protocol:
3) Targeted attack. As the throughput of a primary-backup
system is entirely determined by the primary, attackers
can send arbitrary messages to the primary. Even if
the primary recognizes that these messages are irrelevant for its operations, it has spend resources (network
bandwidth, computational power, and memory) to do
so, thereby reducing throughput. Notice that—in the
worst case—this can even lead to failure of a non-faulty
primary to propose transactions in a timely manner.
Where traditional consensus-based systems fail to deal with
these attacks, the concurrent design of RCC can be used to
mitigate these attacks.
First, we look at ordering attacks. To mitigate this type
of attack, we propose a method to deterministically select a
different permutation of the order of execution in every round
in such a way that this ordering is practically impossible
to predict or influence by faulty replicas. Note that for any
sequence S of k = |S| values, there exist k! distinct permutations. We write P (S) to denote these permutations of
S. To deterministically select one of these permutations, we
construct a function that maps an integer h ∈ {0, . . . , k!−1} to
a unique permutation in P (S). Then we discuss how replicas
will uniformly pick h. As |P (S)| = k!, we can construct the

following bijection fS : {0, . . . , k! − 1} → P (S)
(
S
if |S| = 1;
fS (i) =
fS\S[q] (r) ⊕ S[q] if |S| > 1,
in which q = i div (|S| − 1)! is the quotient and r = i mod
(|S| − 1)! is the remainder of integer division by (|S| − 1)!.
Using induction on the size of S, we can prove:
Lemma IV.2. fS is a bijection from {0, . . . , |S|! − 1} to all
possible permutations of S.
Let S be the sequence of all transactions accepted in round
ρ, ordered on increasing instance. The replicas uniformly pick
h = digest(S) mod (k! − 1), in which digest(S) is a strong
cryptographic hash function that maps an arbitrary value v
to a numeric digest value in a bounded range such that it
is practically impossible to find another value S 0 , S 6= S 0 ,
with digest(S) = digest(S 0 ). When at least one primary is
non-malicious (m > f ), the final value h is only known
after completion of round ρ and it is practically impossible to
predictably influence this value. After selecting h, all replicas
execute the transactions in S in the order given by fS (h).
To deal with primaries that throttle their instances, nonfaulty replicas will detect failure of those instances that lag
behind other instances. In specific, if an instance Ii , 1 ≤ i ≤
m, is σ rounds behind any other instances (for some systemdependent constant σ), then R detects failure of Pi .
Finally, we notice that concurrent consensus and RCC—
by design—provides load balancing with respect to the tasks
of the primary, this by spreading the total workload of the
system over many primaries. As such, RCC not only improves
performance when bounded by the primary bandwidth, but
also when performance is bounded by computational power
(e.g., due to costly cryptographic primitives), or by message
delays. Furthermore, this load balancing reduces the load on
any single primary to propose and process a given amount
of transactions, dampening the effects of any targeted attacks
against the resources of a single primary.
V. E VALUATION OF THE P ERFORMANCE OF RCC
In the previous sections, we proposed concurrent consensus
and presented the design of RCC, our concurrent consensus
paradigm. To show that concurrent consensus not only provides benefits in theory, we study the performance of RCC and
the effects of concurrent consensus in a practical setting. To do
so, we measure the performance of RCC in R ESILIENT DB—
our high-performance resilient blockchain fabric—and compare RCC with the well-known primary-backup consensus
protocols P BFT, Z YZZYVA, S BFT, and H OT S TUFF. With this
study, we aim to answer the following questions:
Q1) What is the performance of RCC: does RCC deliver on
the promises of concurrent consensus and provide more
throughput than any primary-backup consensus protocol
can provide?
Q2) What is the scalability of RCC: does RCC deliver on
the promises of concurrent consensus and provide better
scalability than primary-backup consensus protocols?

Q3) Does RCC provide sufficient load balancing of primary
tasks to improve performance of consensus by offsetting
any high costs incurred by the primary?
Q4) How does RCC fare under failures?
Q5) What is the impact of batching client transactions on the
performance of RCC?
First, in Section V-A, we describe the experimental setup.
Then, in Section V-B, we provide a high-level overview of
R ESILIENT DB and of its general performance characteristics.
Next, in Section V-C, we provide details on the consensus
protocols we use in this evaluation. Then, in Section V-D, we
present the experiments we performed and the measurements
obtained. Finally, in Section V-E, we interpret these measurements and answer the above research questions.
A. Experimental Setup
To be able to study the practical performance of RCC and
other consensus protocols, we choose to study these protocols
in a full resilient database system. To do so, we implemented
RCC in R ESILIENT DB. To generate a workload for the
protocols, we used the Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark [27]
provided by the Blockbench macro benchmarks [28]. In the
generated workload, each client transaction queries a YCSB
table with half a million active records and 90% of the transactions write and modify records. Prior to the experiments,
each replica is initialized with an identical copy of the YCSB
table. We perform all experiments in the Google Cloud. In
specific, each replica is deployed on a c2-machine with a 16core Intel Xeon Cascade Lake CPU running at 3.8 GHz and
with 32 GB memory. We use up to 320 k clients, deployed on
16 machines.
B. The R ESILIENT DB Blochchain Fabric
The R ESILIENT DB fabric incorporates secure permissioned
blockchain technologies to provide resilient data processing.
A detailed description of how R ESILIENT DB achieves highthroughput consensus in a practical settings can be found in
Gupta et al. [21], [29], [30], [31], [32]. The architecture of
R ESILIENT DB is optimized for maximizing throughput via
multi-threading and pipelining. To further maximize throughput and minimize the overhead of any consensus protocol,
R ESILIENT DB has built-in support for batching of client
transactions.
We typically group 100 txn/batch. In this case, the size of a
proposal is 5400 B and of a client reply (for 100 transactions)
is 1748 B. The other messages exchanged between replicas
during the Byzantine commit algorithm have a size of 250 B.
R ESILIENT DB supports out-of-order processing of transactions in which primaries can propose future transactions before
current transactions are executed. This allows R ESILIENT DB
to maximize throughput of any primary-backup protocol that
supports out-of-order processing (e.g., P BFT, Z YZZYVA, and
S BFT) by maximizing bandwidth utilization at the primary.
In R ESILIENT DB, each replica maintains a blockchain
ledger (a journal) that holds an ordered copy of all executed
transactions. The ledger not only stores all transactions, but
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Fig. 7. Characteristics of R ESILIENT DB deployed on the Google Cloud. Left,
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P BFT with n = 16 replicas that uses no cryptography (None), uses ED25519
public-key cryptography (PK), or CMAC-AES message authentication codes
(MAC) to authenticate messages.

also proofs of their acceptance by a consensus protocols. As
these proofs are built using strong cryptographic primitives,
the ledger is immutable and, hence, can be used to provide
strong data provenance.
In our experiments replicas not only perform consensus, but
also communicate with clients and execute transactions. In this
practical setting, performance is not fully determined by bandwidth usage due to consensus (as outlined in Section I-A), but
also by the cost of communicating with clients, of sequential
execution of all transactions, of cryptography, and of other
steps involved in processing messages and transactions, and by
the available memory limitations. To illustrate this, we have
measured the effects of client communication, execution, and
cryptography on our deployment of R ESILIENT DB.
In Figure 7, left, we present the maximum performance of
a single replica that receives clients transactions, optionally
executes them (Full), and sends replies (without any consensus
steps). In this figure, we count the total number of client
transactions that are completed during the experiment. As
one can see, the system can receive and respond to up-to551 ktxn/ sec, but can only execute up-to-217 ktxn/ sec.
In Figure 7, right, we present the maximum performance
of P BFT running on n = 16 replicas as a function of the
cryptographic primitives used to provide authenticated communication. In specific, P BFT can either use digital signatures
or message authentication codes. For this comparison, we
compare P BFT using: (1) a baseline that does not use any
message authentication (None); (2) ED25519 digital signatures
for all messages (DS); and (3) CMAC+AES message authentication codes for all messages exchanged between messages
and ED25519 digital signatures for client transactions. As can
be seen from the results, the costs associated with digital
signatures are huge, as their usage reduces performance by
86%, whereas message authentication codes only reduce performance by 33%.
C. The Consensus Protocols
We evaluate the performance of RCC by comparing it with
a representative sample of efficient practical primary-backup
consensus protocols:
P BFT [15]: We use a heavily optimized out-of-order
implementation that uses message authentication codes.

RCC: Our RCC implementation follows the design
outlined in this paper. We have chosen to turn P BFT into a concurrent consensus protocol. We test with three variants: RCCn
runs n concurrent instances, RCCf +1 runs f + 1 concurrent
instances (the minimum to provide the benefits outlined in
Section IV), and RCC3 runs 3 concurrent instances.
Z YZZYVA [16]: As described in Section I-A, Z YZZYVA
has a optimal-case path due to which the performance of
Z YZZYVA provides an upper-bound for any primary-backup
protocol (when no failures occur). Unfortunately, the failurehandling of Z YZZYVA is costly, making Z YZZYVA unable to
deal with any failures efficiently.
S BFT [17]: This protocol uses threshold signatures to
minimize communication during the state exchange that is
part of its Byzantine commit algorithm. Threshold signatures
do not reduce the communication costs for the primary to
propose client transactions, which have a major influence on
performance in practice (See Section I-A), but can potentially
greatly reduce all other communication costs.
H OT S TUFF [18]: As S BFT, H OT S TUFF uses threshold
signatures to minimize communication. The state-exchange
of H OT S TUFF has an extra phase compared to P BFT. This
additional phase simplifies changing views in H OT S TUFF,
and enables H OT S TUFF to regularly switch primaries (which
limits the influence of any faulty replicas). Due to this design,
H OT S TUFF does not support out-of-order processing (see
Section I-A). As a consequence, H OT S TUFF is more affected
by message delays than by bandwidth. In our implementation,
we have used the efficient single-phase event-based variant of
H OT S TUFF.
D. The Experiments
To be able to answer Question Q1–Q5, we perform four
experiments in which we measure the performance of RCC.
In each experiment, we measure the throughput as the number
of transactions that are executed per second, and we measure
the latency as the time from when a client sends a transaction
to the time where that client receives a response. We run
each experiment for 180 s: the first 60 s are warm-up, and
measurement results are collected over the next 120 s. We
average our results over three runs. The results of all four
experiments can be found in Figure 8.
In the first experiment, we measure the best-case performance of the consensus protocols as a function of the number
of replicas when all replicas are non-faulty. We vary the
number of replicas between n = 4 and n = 91 and we use
a batch size of 100 txn/batch. The results can be found in
Figure 8, (a) and (b).
In the second experiment, we measure the performance of
the consensus protocols as a function of the number of replicas
during failure of a single replica. Again, we vary the number
of replicas between n = 4 and n = 91 and we use a batch
size of 100 txn/batch. The results can be found in Figure 8,
(c) and (d).
In the third experiment, we measure the performance of the
consensus protocols as a function of the number of replicas
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Fig. 8. Evaluating system throughput and average latency incurred by RCC and other consensus protocols.

during failure of a single replica while varying the batch size
between 10 txn/batch and 400 txn/batch. We use n = 32
replicas. The results can be found in Figure 8, (e) and (f).
In the fourth and final experiment, we measure the performance of the consensus protocols when outgoing primary
bandwidth is not the limiting factor. We do so by disabling outof-order processing in all protocols that support out-of-order
processing. This makes the performance of these protocols
inherently bounded by the message delay and not by network
bandwidth. We study this case by varying the number of
replicas between n = 4 and n = 91 and we use a batch
size of 100 txn/batch. The results can be found in Figure 8,
(g) and (h).
E. Discussion
From the experiments, a few obvious patterns emerge. First,
we see that increasing the batch size ((e) and (f)) increases
performance of all consensus protocols (Q5). This is in line
with what one can expect (See Section I-A and Section II). As
the gains beyond 100 txn/batch are small, we have chosen to
use 100 txn/batch in all other experiments.
Second, we see that the three versions of RCC outperform
all other protocols, and the performance of RCC with or
without failures is comparable ((a)–(d)). Furthermore, we see
that adding concurrency by adding more instances improves
performance, as RCC3 is outperformed by the other RCC
versions. On small deployments with n = 4, . . . , 16 replicas,
the strength of RCC is most evident, as our RCC implementations approach the maximum rate at which R ESILIENT DB
can execute transactions (see Section V-B).
Third, we see that RCC easily outperforms Z YZZYVA, even
in the best-case scenario of no failures ((a) and (b)). We also
see that Z YZZYVA is—indeed—the fastest primary-backup
consensus protocol when no failures happen. This underlines
the ability of RCC, and of concurrent consensus in general, to
reach throughputs no primary-backup consensus protocol can

reach. We also notice that Z YZZYVA fails to deal with failures
((c) and (d)), in which case its performance plummets, a case
that the other protocols have no issues dealing with.
Finally, due to the lack of out-of-order processing capabilities in H OT S TUFF, H OT S TUFF is uncompetitive to outof-order protocols. When we disable out-of-order processing
for all other protocols ((g) and (h)), the strength of the
simple design of H OT S TUFF shows: its event-based singlephase design outperforms all other primary-backup consensus
protocols. Due to the concurrent design of RCC, a non-outof-order-RCC is still able to greatly outperform H OT S TUFF,
however, as the non-out-of-order variants of RCC balance
the entire workload over many primaries. Furthermore, as the
throughput is not bound by any replica resources in this case
(and only by network delays), the non-out-of-order variants
RCCf +1 and RCCn benefit from increasing the number of
replicas, as this also increases the amount of concurrent
processing (due to increasing the number of instances).
Summary: RCC implementations achieve up to 2.77×,
1.53×, 38×, and 82× higher throughput than S BFT, P BFT,
H OT S TUFF, and Z YZZYVA in single failure experiments.
RCC implementations achieve up to 2×, 1.83×, 33×, and
1.45× higher throughput than S BFT, P BFT, H OT S TUFF, and
Z YZZYVA in no failure experiments, respectively.
Based on these observations, we conclude that RCC delivers
on the promises of concurrent consensus. RCC provides more
throughput than any primary-backup consensus protocol can
provide (Q1). Moreover, RCC provides great scalability if
throughput is only bounded by the primaries: as the nonout-of-order results show, the load-balancing capabilities of
RCC can even offset inefficiencies in other parts of the
consensus protocol (Q2, Q3). Finally, we conclude that RCC
can efficiently deal with failures (Q4). Hence, RCC meets the
design goals D1–D5 that we set out in Section III.
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F. Analyzing RCC as a Paradigm
Finally, we experimentally illustrate the ability of RCC
to act as a paradigm. To do so, we apply RCC to not
only P BFT, but also to Z YZZYVA and S BFT. In Figure 9,
we plot the performance of these three variants of RCC:
RCC-P (RCC+P BFT), RCC-Z (RCC+Z YZZYVA), and RCCS (RCC+S BFT). To evaluate the scalability of these protocols,
we perform experiments in the optimistic setting with no
failures and m = n concurrent instances.
It is evident from these plots that all RCC variants achieve
extremely high throughput. As S BFT and Z YZZYVA only
require linear communication in the optimistic case, RCC-S
and RCC-Z are able achieve up to 3.33× and 2.78× higher
throughputs than RCC-P, respectively.
Notice that RCC-S consistently attains equal or higher
throughput than RCC-Z, even though Z YZZYVA scales better
than S BFT. This phenomena is caused by the way RCCZ interacts with clients. In specific, like Z YZZYVA, RCCZ requires its clients to wait for responses of all n replicas.
Hence, clients have to wait longer to place new transactions,
and consequently RCC-Z requires more clients than RCC-S
to attain maximum performance. Even if we ran RCC-Z with
5 million clients, the largest amount at our disposal, we would
not see maximum performance. Due to the low single-primary
performance of Z YZZYVA, this phenomena does not prevent
Z YZZYVA to already reach its maximum performance.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
In Section I-A, we already discussed well-known primarybackup consensus protocols such as P BFT, Z YZZYVA, and
H OT S TUFF and why these protocols are underutilizing resources. Furthermore, there is abundant literature on consensus
and on primary-backup consensus in specific (e.g., [11], [33],
[34], [35]). Next, we shall focus on the few works that
deal with either improving throughput and scalability or with
improving resilience, the two strengths of RCC
Parallelizing consensus: Several recent consensus designs propose to run several primaries concurrently, e.g., [20],
[36], [37], [38]. None of these proposals satisfy all design
goals of RCC, however. In specific, these proposals all fall
short with respect to maximizing potential throughput in all
cases, as none of these proposals satisfy the wait-free design
goals D4 and D5 of RCC.
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recovery in RCC takes twice as long). In M IR BFT, recovery is finished at
(d), after which M IR BFT operates with only m = 9 instances. At (e) and
(f), M IR BFT decides that the system is sufficiently reliable, and M IR BFT
enables the remaining instances one at a time.

Example VI.1. The M IR BFT protocol proposes to run concurrent instances of P BFT, this in a similar fashion as RCC.
The key difference is how M IR BFT deals with failures:
M IR BFT operates in global epochs in which a super-primary
decides which instances are enabled. During any failure,
M IR BFT will switch to a new epoch via a view-change protocol that temporarily shuts-down all instances and subsequently
reduces throughput to zero. This is in sharp contrast to the
wait-free design of RCC, in which failures are handled on a
per-instance level. In Figure 10, we illustrated these differences
in the failure recovery of RCC and M IR BFT.
As is clear from the figure, the fully-coordinated approach
of M IR BFT results in substantial performance degradation
during failure recovery. Hence, M IR BFT does not meet design
goals D4 and D5, which is sharply limits the throughput of
M IR BFT when compared to RCC.
Reducing malicious behavior: Several works have observed that traditional consensus protocols only address a narrow set of malicious behavior, namely behavior that prevents
any progress [20], [22], [23], [39]. Hence, several designs
have been proposed to also address behavior that impedes
performance without completely preventing progress. One
such design is R BFT, which uses concurrent primaries not to
improve performance—as we propose—but only to mitigate
throttling attacks in a way similar to what we described in
Section IV. In practice, the design of R BFT results in poor
performance at high costs.
H OT S TUFF [18], S PINNING [22], and P RIME [23] all proposes to minimize the influence of malicious primaries by
replacing the primary every round. This would not incur the
costs of R BFT, while still reducing—but not eliminating—
the impact of faulty replicas to severely reduce throughput.
Unfortunately, these protocols follow the design of primarybackup consensus protocols and, as discussed in Section II,
these designs are unable to achieve throughputs close to those
reached by a concurrent consensus such as RCC.
Concurrent consensus via sharding: Several recent works
have proposed to speed up consensus-based systems by in-

corporating sharding, this either at the data level (e.g., [5],
[7], [40], [41], [42]) or at the consensus level (e.g., [43]).
In these approaches only a small subset of all replicas,
those in a single shard, participate in the consensus on any
given transaction, thereby reducing the costs to replicate this
transaction and enabling concurrent transaction processing in
independent shards. As such, sharded designs can promise
huge scalability benefits for easily-sharded workloads. To do
so, sharded designs utilize a weaker failure model than the
fully-replicated model RCC uses, however. Consider, e.g., a
sharded system with z shards of n = 3f + 1 replicas each.
In this setting, the system can only tolerate failure of up
to f replicas in a single shard, whereas a fully-replicated
system using z replicas could tolerate the failure of any
choice of b(zn − 1)/3c replicas. Furthermore, sharded designs
typically operate consensus protocols such as P BFT in each
shard to order local transactions, which opens the opportunity
of concurrent consensus and RCC to achieve even higher
performance in these designs.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed concurrent consensus as a
major step toward enabling high-throughput and more scalable consensus-based database systems. We have shown that
concurrent consensus is in theory able to achieve throughputs
that primary-backup consensus systems are unable to achieve.
To put the idea of concurrent consensus in practice, we
proposed the RCC paradigm that can be used to make normal
primary-backup consensus protocols concurrent. Furthermore,
we showed that RCC is capable of making consensus-based
systems more resilient to failures by sharply reducing the
impact of faulty replicas on the throughput and operations
of the system. We have also put the design of the RCC
paradigm to the test by implementing it in R ESILIENT DB, our
high-performance resilient blockchain fabric, and comparing it
with state-of-the-art primary-backup consensus protocols. Our
experiments show that RCC is able to fulfill the promises
of concurrent consensus, as it significantly outperforms other
consensus protocols and provides better scalability. As such,
we believe that RCC opens the door to the development of new
high-throughput resilient database and federated transaction
processing systems.
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